I
had the honor and good fortune of coaching the 2013 national champion soil judging team from the University of Maryland. We received a lot of media attention, really an inordinate amount. The local NPR and ABC news affiliates ran stories about us. We were congratulated by a tweet from our governor (followed quickly by a tweet from our university president). The dean of our college took us out to lunch. We were covered in three newspapers, including the front page of our university's paper, The Diamondback. Senator Barbara Mikulski sent everyone on our team a framed congratulatory letter. Our department threw us a champagne celebration and gave us hand-made knife stands. It was all very surprising and overwhelming.
We soil scientists have a tendency to assume that we will go unnoticed and unappreciated. When we chose our careers, our families asked us how we could study dirt. We are constantly trying to break through to the public about the importance of soils and the need for our expertise. Even when we do receive coverage, the media often poorly describes what we do, covers us in jest, and sometimes outright mocks us. For our small part, we discovered that soil judging is one opportunity to bridge this gap.
I wrote this piece for Soil Horizons to encourage soil judging teams to go all out in their publicity and to share our successful strategies. Whether you qualify for the national contest or do well at nationals, your work is not done! The media eats this stuff up; soil judging resonates with the public in ways that few of our activities do. And, by the way, the media has the capacity to go berserk over the International Soil Judging Contest.
We were pretty excited when we won (Fig. 1) . The team drove home overnight and conveniently arrived during Maryland Day, with more than 100,000 people on campus-which was quite a crowd for an impromptu parade by the studentssmiles gleaming and trophy raised. It was a proud moment for our department and program.
The publicity got going when our college's talented communications coordinator, Sara Gavin, edited my press release. I thought I had written an engaging piece, but she transformed it into something that jumped off the page while still retaining all the meat of the story. The press release was the key link for our publicity; it led to coverage in the newspapers The Delmarva Farmer, Lancaster Farming, and The Diamondback as well as the rare instance of having soil science featured on the university website's front page. Things really took off when one of our judgers, Ryan Adams, sent an emai to everyone he could think of (includ ing Michelle Obama), explaining that he is a Coast Guard veteran attending school using the GI Bill, that he's a life long Maryland resident with a "specia place in his heart" for the Terps, how the soil judging team often goes unnoticed and finally about our victory. I think he had their attention at the Terps part. His email led to the governor's tweet ( Fig. 2 the NPR story, and the Mikulski letters. Our coup d'état was the NPR piece which aired on WAMU-the primary
